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Recent advancement in wireless sensor networks consider independent layer param-

eters jointly exploiting existing collaborative mechanism using cross layer design (CLD) 

optimization maximizing the overall network performance in terms of reduction of energy 

consumption, efficient routing, and lifetime enhancement. Integrating layer functionalities 

pose challenges on objective functions relating to complexity and non-linearity making it 

highly multimodal thus complicating the search boundaries. Due to flexibility and versa-

tility, the computationally intelligent Bio-inspired swarm are very efficient in solving such 

non-linear design issues. The work introduces a hybrid approach using the minimum exe-

cution/completion time (MECT) scheduling and particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

scheme called MECT-PSO protocol to improve the performance of Routing protocol en-

suring an optimal path and then minimizing the average energy loss (AEL) by localizing 

the intermediate nodes (IN’s) along the optimal route. The strategy of shortest path with 

minimum hop count is exploited by considering alternative routes from source to receiver 

and an optimal path is chosen based on MECT algorithm considering queue status and the 

node overheads. The optimal path length is reduced by localizing the IN’s to find the best 

positions under topological constraints using novel swarm approach. The self-organizing 

approach of nodes provides better connectivity, coverage and reliable paths. Analysis and 

evaluation of the proposed MECT-PSO protocol implemented using MATLAB platform 

showed significant improvement over existing algorithms in terms of residual energy, sur-

viving nodes and coverage.  

 

Keywords: cross layer design, bio-inspired swarm, minimum execution/completion time, 

particle swarm optimization, self-organizing and average energy loss 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In WSN, energy can be conserved by finding the optimal path for transmission from 

the source node to the destination. Generally, the path selected by different routing schemes 

considers few of the quality access parameters and neglect other factors thus reducing the 

efficiency of the system. Routing scheme considers minimum hop count with some other 
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parameter and selects the path without considering other factors such as IN’s queue status, 

congestion, response time etc. On the other hand, the scheduling algorithms should be able 

to ensure maximum element utilization, fair allocation, maximum throughput, minimum 

task execution time, minimum waiting in queue and minimum response time. Lastly in 

dynamic networks the nodes are accelerated randomly to occupy new locations in the net-

work area which results in a scattered form of the network after some packet transmissions. 

The above three factors greatly affect the overall performance of the network with respect 

to various parameters and greatly affects the network lifetime due to unwanted energy loss 

from the participating sensor elements. Also, part of energy is consumed in flooding of 

control information (initially during route searching mechanism, acknowledgements and 

route maintenance) and changes in network structures (due to node movements, early death 

of the nodes and link failures). To meet the current network requirement, traditional ap-

proach of layer specific protocols is being replaced by protocols considering multiple lay-

ers and allowing them to share network information and work cooperatively with unified 

efforts to use the resources with optimum. The concept termed by researchers a Cross 

Layer Design (CLD) approach is to utilize the nodes constrained resources effectively and 

efficiently. A general system employing a cross layer design approach for a routing scheme 

is shown in Fig. 1 below. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Cross layer design approach for communication protocol. 

 

The existing routing protocol standardized by IETF considers the least hop count ne-

glecting other important factors such as the energy utilization, link stability and residual 

energy of the network which adversely affects performance required for any routing pro-

tocol. The routing mechanism is basically related to flooding of the request packets to 

neighboring nodes prove to be inefficient related to finding route and thus provides low 

packet delivery in dynamic situations, drastic long delays, energy consumption and extra 

overheads due to routing. This research work focuses on improving the performance of the 

routing scheme with respect to energy consumption considering overheads to improve the 

lifetime of the network using a hybrid approach by combining the features of MECT sched-

uling and PSO algorithm. The MECT algorithm is effective under heterogeneous condi-

tions where nodes have varying capabilities. MECT select the path with minimum time 

thus reducing the end-to-end delay whereas PSO governs the mobility of the IN’s so as to 

reduce the distance between the source and the destination maintaining their own neigh-

borhood and the minimum distance between the old neighbors. The first stage of the pro-

posed algorithm allows only those nodes to transmit and receive whose individual energy 

is greater than or equal to the average energy of the network. The combined approach of 

MECT-PSO provides a second stage energy conservation by optimizing the processing 
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time and energy by reducing the distance between the source and the receiver through op-

timum placement of IN’s along the selected path.  

 

1.1 Problem Statement 

 

Maintaining internode connectivity and network coverage is a crucial concern. The 

non-uniform activity of sensor nodes in hybrid environment depletes the battery of few 

nodes quicker than the rest of the network. Frequent use of some high probable nodes may 

even exhaust the energy forcing them to die before other nodes. The early failure of such 

nodes in crucial regions may create holes and results in a partitioned network. A typical 

case of this point is so called the Hot Spot issue. In spite of densely populated network to 

tolerate node failures, we have to face the problem of isolated sinks caused due to depleted 

neighbors. This may result in failure of complete network leaving the remaining nodes to 

be perfectly functional.  

The criteria to select forwarding/intermediate nodes basically takes it into account the 

residual energy and the signal strength. Thus, alternative paths after route discovery mech-

anism are not considered and neglected. Other possible links having greater hops as com-

pared to the selected link may be reliable in terms of other node overheads. 

Another essential task is self-organization of network for optimum operations. Ran-

dom mobility to sensor nodes causes unpredictable and uncertain network topologies. 

Therefore, nodes in the network should be stimulated during their lifetime to form a feasi-

ble network at any instance. Most of the node energy is consumed during communication. 

Nodes at distant below transmission range consume energy more and will be prone to early 

link failure reducing hops. On the other hand, when nodes are close, hop count increases 

but saves energy and extends link life time.  

Keeping in mind all these aspects, our problem statement can be formulated as fol-

lows: given a set of nodes,  

 

• How can we maintain uniform residual energy for all nodes at any given time?  

• In what way we can prevent early link failures and improve link expiration time?  

• How can we reduce the energy consumption by intermediate nodes during communica-

tion? 

• In what way, an efficient runtime topology be maintained? 

 

1.2 Contributions 

 

To improve the performance of state-of-art routing mechanism, our contribution in-

cludes: 

 

1. Node with residual energy greater than the average residual energy of the network is 

selected as source, forwarder or destination. It ensures that none of the network node 

will die early with respect to other nodes and thus improves the lifetime of the network. 

2. All possible links from source to destination are considered and evaluated in terms of 

execution/completion time. The best route is selected based on minimum execution/ 

completion time relaxing the condition of minimum hops. The overheads at each of the 

intermediate nodes are taken into consideration to find the maximum begin time and 
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execution/completion time. For the best path, the execution time should be less than 

the minimum begin time (minimum begin time from all maximum begin times calcu-

lated for all paths) or otherwise the best path is selected with respect to minimum com-

pletion time. Selecting minimum load path with higher execution time ensures higher, 

fast and successful packet delivery with long link lifetime.  

3. Once an optimum path is selected, the idea is to find new positions for the intermediate 

nodes along the path to reduce the length of the path. The localization will maintain 

existing neighbors of the intermediate nodes further restricting the nodes to be in the 

close vicinity of any other node for better network structure. Swarm intelligence is used 

for search and exploration in self-organizing networks under such highly constrained 

environment. The feasible runtime locations after initial deployment is dynamically 

controlled to avoid populated and scarce regions. The data packets will be sent once 

the new optimum position for the intermediate nodes are found. The optimum positions 

will be such to reduce the length of the link thus reducing energy consumption during 

transmission. After few iterations the randomly deployed nodes will spread the popu-

lated nodes over the network space and fills out scarce regions. The network will be 

efficient to find faster and better path for any transmission in future iterations. It will 

reduce energy consumption by the intermediate nodes since the distance between the 

source and the destination is minimized using localization by PSO. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. 

In Sections 3, we have presented pre-requisites of the MECT-PSO algorithm. In Section 4, 

we present our proposed algorithm in brief. The performance of MECT-PSO protocol has 

been evaluated in Section 5. Section 6 finally includes concluding remarks over the per-

formance of our system.  

2. RELATED WORK 

The efficiency of a routing protocol can be improved by controlling the topology of 

the network. Network topology control plays an important role in self-organizing wireless 

sensor networks [1]. A good organized network helps to save node energy and conse-

quently prolong the lifetime of the network [2]. The main research problem is to control 

and position the nodes in an optimized way such that the network should satisfy the cov-

erage and the connectivity issues under limited resources. Populated and scarce regions of 

the network should be made homogeneous so that unnecessary links between nodes are 

eliminated and every individual node in the network is reachable. The idea is to position 

nodes such that a single hop can reach as many as neighbours. Therefore, the routing strat-

egy should be improved to select stable/reliable path to enhance the data transmission 

while conserving node energies for network survival in constrained environment. In most 

of the early stages of research, people paid attention on the initialization stage of topology 

rather than long running time of the network when using the topology control techniques. 

Due to random and unpredictable movement of the nodes, link quality is unstable and the 

nodes may fail eventually.  

The computational complexities are function of problem size and thus degrades the 

performance of the traditional optimization techniques. The motivation to use computa-
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tional intelligence algorithms comes into existence due to the surplus cost of programming 

engines and resource requirements for the resource constrained nodes. Various adaptive 

mechanisms for complex and dynamic environment of WSN have been proposed in the 

recent years for topology optimization such as evolutionary algorithms, swarm intelligence 

and neural networks. Some heuristic algorithms include GA (Genetic Algorithm, PSO 

(Particle Swarm Optimization, DE (Differential Evolution), BFA (Bacterial Foraging Al-

gorithm), ACO (Ant colony Optimization), SOFM (Self Organizing Feature Maps), FS 

(Fish Swarm), WS (Wolf Swarm) etc. Nowadays, the work is concentrated in improving 

the resilience of network to faulty nodes and unreliable links without exhausting the limited 

resources [3]. 

S. R. Barkunan and V. Bhanumathi [4] proposed a cluster based efficient node de-

ployment mechanism to improve network lifetime and other QoS parameters. They chose 

cluster based on number of neighbors and residual energy of the nodes. Omar Adil Mahdi 

et al. worked to find efficient paths from cluster head (CH) nodes to sink node on the basis 

of highest node performance ranking index to select the next hoping node [5]. The ranking 

index was calculated for each node depends on three parameters including residual energy, 

node depth and the void indicator (Number of neighbors). Intermediate nodes from source 

to receiver node are selected on the basis of trust values for legitimacy. Once a packet is 

transmitted, the trust value is updated from LSB to MSB in 8 bits trust vector. The trust 

value comprises of recommendation and the communication trust equivalent to the energy 

cost and cost for packet transmission, respectively. Reliability index used by Muhammad 

Ismail in [6] is a function of node energy, average energy in the next forwarding region, 

and shortest path index. The shortest path index comprises of number of hops to the sink 

and average depth of neighbours in next hop. The index helps to detect and limit the energy 

holes to mitigate the probability of packet loss and improves the network lifetime. Graph 

theory was proposed to find the shortest reliable path for link failure conditions due to 

intermediate node in low density networks by M. S. Nidhya and R. Chinnaiyan in [7]. 

Their work focused on finding shortest reliable alternative route to bypass the faulty node 

to prevent loss of packets. Suzan Shukry [8] worked to guarantee stability during data 

transmission by selecting stable forwarding nodes using betweenness centrality concept 

[9]. The forwarding node then acts as a source to activate another path routing mechanism 

to find another stable node using stable path routing metric until the packets are destined. 

Their approach was able to mitigate hot spots and outperformed other routing schemes 

such as local reliability-based routing and energy aware schemes. Rehan Almesaeed and 

Ahmed Jedidi proposed a dynamic directional routing to select the next hoping node based 

on area discovery phase and forwarding phase. A virtual pie shaped region is considered 

at each transmission attempt for finding the competent node to forward packets. The 

bounded pie region and active nodes then shares their information with the source regard-

ing position, residual energy, received power level and availability. The next stage involves 

selection of proper candidate based on path loss factor, residual energy and received power 

level which ascertain that the same node will not be selected when next path discovery is 

initiated by the same source [10].  

The work proposed in [11] used generalized tree topology for efficient routing using 

PSO. They concentrated on constructions of trees based on the distribution that the parti-

cles had in past topologies to evaluate the maximum connectivity of the particle built with 

Chow-Liu. Ying Zhang et al. in [12] improved static and dynamic network invulnerabili-
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ties against unsecured attacks using fireworks algorithm FW) having strong searching fea-

tures and PSO with fast convergence. They combined the features of PSO and FW to gen-

erate new generations (positions) of the particles. The good performer particles from PSO 

are combined with particles of FW resulted as bad performers of PSO to form new swarm 

thus improving convergence speed and search ability. Performance comparison using PSO 

variants for topology optimization was presented in [13] for different population topolo-

gies. Discrete Binary version of Grey Wolves and Chicken Swarm optimization [14] were 

employed for minimizing the total number of active nodes and affirmation of sufficient 

residual energy respectively to maintain network coverage by Mohamed Mostafa Fouad et 

al. They were able to establish an efficient route with small numbers of active nodes pro-

longing the network lifetime. Mohamed Tounsi [15] selected active and energy efficient 

forwarding nodes based on Tabu search and minimum spanning tree routing algorithm. He 

considered the fact that few nodes deplete energy faster than others and choosing any node 

to forward packets considering residual energy is not sufficient. Nodes approaching the 

target are checked in the Tabu list (inactive nodes) for consideration to be selected for next 

hop. The list members are not selected unless they are omitted from the list. That is all 

other nodes covering the same target reach the same energy level. They showed that the 

network lifetime was increased by 45%. Osamah Ibrahim Khalaf et al. used Bee algorithm 

to obtain better coverage as compared to GA in some specific areas of the network [16]. 

The leading bees were forwarded to find solutions and stopped when the number of solu-

tions were met with a predefined threshold of 50.  

3. DESIGN OF MECT-PSO ALGORITHM 

This section explicitly details the processing of the proposed MECT-PSO scheme. 

Specific design and statistical formulation is presented to refine the proposed scheme step 

by step. The notations and expressions included in the research work which are used in 

computation of various parameters are described below. 

 

3.1 Preliminaries 

 

3.1.1 The WSN network 

 

SN – denotes total number of sensor nodes deployed in the network. Ni{N0, N1, N2, 

N3, …, NSN-1} − denotes node ID’s or node numbers. All the nodes are accessible consid-

ering geographical positioning system (GPS). Nodes exchange their information using 

control packets during initialization. An Intermediate Node is designated as IN whereas, 

IN’s is used for Intermediate nodes along a selected path using route discovery mechanism. 

The nodes are randomly positioned at the instant of deployment.  

 

3.1.2 MECT algorithm 

 

The difference between MET and MCT algorithm [17] is that the former assigns tasks 

to resources or nodes without considering resource availability and the later assigns task 

randomly but are similar in nature to consider the best predictable completion time for that 
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task. The MCT algorithm assigns tasks to nodes which have earliest completion time rather 

than minimum execution time. It overcomes the drawbacks of Opportunistic Load Balanc-

ing (OLB) [42] and the MET algorithm. On the other hand, the MET assigns task based on 

minimum execution time irrespective of the availability to the nodes which sometimes 

result in high load imbalance. The difference between the two is related with the words 

‘earliest/best’ respectively. For MCT, it is earliest completion time while for MET, it takes 

on best completion time [17]. 

Let T is the Number of tasks to be completed such that Ti{T0, T1, T2, T3, …, TT}. Rn  

− represent ready time required for task Tm on node Nn, Emn − denotes the execution time 

of task Tm on node Nn and Cmn – denotes the completion time of task Tm on node Nn. The 

relation between completion time, execution time and the ready time is expressed as: 

Cmn = Emn + Rn. (1) 

The arrival time of packet is simply the time when the packet reaches a sensor node 

for execution. Begin time represents the time when it is ready to be executed by the node. 

The Begin time is dependent on the status of Queue, execution time required to execute 

various packets by the sensor node and the availability of resources to complete various 

tasks over the network. We had considered heterogeneous nodes having different execu-

tion time for different tasks to perform. Therefore, the Begin time varies with every indi-

vidual machine or node thus greatly affecting the routing mechanism. Finally, the comple-

tion time represents the total time required by the node to begin the execution and execute 

the task i.e., sum of Begin time and the Execution time. 

 

Cmin – is the minimum completion time for any task Tp on a particular node Nn.  

If P – denotes the number of possible paths from source to destination node, then for P 

possible paths,  

 

Pi  {P1, P2, P3, P4, …, PP}. 
 

BIN – begin time for an intermediate node along the path and it equals (BIN = Rn). QT − time 

taken by any intermediate node to execute packets in its Queue and PT – represents time 

taken to execute packets by any intermediate node delivered from the previous node, then 

BIN – QT + PT. (2) 

Bpathnodes – vector containing Begin time for all intermediate nodes along a path 

1
.

INN

pathnodes INB B=  (3) 

Where, NIN – number of intermediate nodes along an individual path. The maximum begin 

time required by an intermediate node along any single path is evaluated as, 

Bmax = BPmax = max(BPpathnodes). (4) 

BPpath – a vector holding maximum begin time for each path 
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max1
.

P

pathB BP=  (5) 

Bmin – is found from set BPpath which is equivalent to the least begin time required for any 

path from all possible paths P and is expressed as, 

min min( ).path
P

B BP=  (6) 

Et – denotes the execution time for any path from P found from the task machine matrix 

and EP – is a vector of all execution times corresponding to all possible paths P such that, 

EP {Et1, Et2, Et3, Et4, …, EtP}.  

Ctp – denotes the completion time for any path from P and is calculated as, 

Ctp = BIN + Et. (7) 

CP – is a vector of all completion times corresponding to all possible paths P, such that 

CP {Ctp1, Ctp2, Ctp3, Ctp4, …, CtpP}.  

The optimum path Opath is selected when minimum execution time is less than least begin 

time, otherwise it is selected based on minimum completion time and can be expressed as, 

min,     ( )
.

,     (min( ))

i ti

path

j P

P index i E B
O

P index j C

 
= 



 (8) 

3.1.3 Particle swarm optimization 

 

PSO was introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy [19] in 1995 based on swarm involving 

particles of a finite predefined numbers say Np. Each D-dimensional particle Pn,d in Np (1 

≤ n ≤ Np) is able to converge to solution to the multidimensional problem. Each particle 

Pn,d has its position Xn,d (1 ≤ d ≤ D) and velocity Vn,d in the dth multidimensional space. 

Each of the individual particle is then subjected to a fitness function and the quality of the 

solution is judged with respect to a zero or permissible error. The particle corresponding 

to the best solution called the Global best (Gbest) is monitored in each step while the particle 

personal or own best performance from all the previous steps is memorized called the Par-

ticle best (Pbest). In order to reach the goal, each particle update their respective velocity 

Vn,d and position Xn,d using the current position (Pcurr), global best position (Gbest) and the 

particle own best position (Pbest). The updated values of velocity and positions are then 

subjected to some lower and upper limits so that the particle remains in the search space 

and contributes in achieving the goal. The values of the limits depend on the minimization 

or the maximization optimization problem. The new values are then used to evaluate the 

fitness function for obtaining the new values of Pbest and the Gbest. The new position of a 

particle in the multidimensional search space is influenced by Pbest, Gbest, Xn,d(t) and Vn,d(t) 

as indicated in Fig. 2 below. 
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Fig. 2. Influence of various factors for particle new position. 

 

Pn,d − are particle D-dimensional space and the population is expressed as 

Pn,D = [Xn,1(t), Xn,2(es in t), Xn,3(t), Xn,4(t), Xn,5(t), ……… Xn,D(t)] 

MaxIterations – Maximum iterations for PSO and k – to represent the current iteration. w 

– is the inertial weight factor (self-adapting parameter) and defined as, 

max min
max

w w
w w k

MaxIterations

−
= −   (9) 

where wmax = 0.9 and wmin = 0.4. c1 and c2 are acceleration constants and lie in the range (0 

≤ c1, c2 ≤ 2), r1 and r2 are randomly generated values in [0 1]. 

The velocity Vn,d and position Xn,d in dimension D is updated using the following ex-

pressions, 

Vn,d = w  Vn,d(k−1) + c1  r1  {Pbest – Xn,d(k−1)} + c2  r2  {Gbest – Xn,d(k−1)}, (10) 

Xn,d(k) = Xn,d(k−1) + Vn,d. (11) 

For minimization problem, the new value for Pbest and Gbest can be calculated as 

,   if{ ( )} ( )}
,

,   Otherwise

curr curr best

best

best

P fitness P fittness P
P

P


= 


 (12) 

,   if{ ( )} ( )}
.

,   Otherwise

curr curr best

best

best

P fitness P fittness G
G

G


= 


 (13) 

3.1.4 Initializing particles  

 

PSO is used to find an optimal position for the IN’s for the MECT optimized path so 

that the distance from source node to the destination node get minimized to save energy 

when actual packet transmission takes place. The positions of the nodes are governed by 

[X, Y] coordinates in the network space therefore each PSO particle is initialized with [X, 

Y] position with two element vectors in D = 20-dimensional space. That is, for each of the 

IN SN = 20 particles are considered to search for the optimum position. For instant, if num-

ber of IN’s are three N = 3, then the initial particles would require 3220 matrix where 

each row corresponds to a position for individual IN, column corresponds to the [X, Y] 

coordinates and the third dimension are for the number of particles for each of the node. 

The initial positions of the particles were set through a novel approach to find the goal 
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(optimum position) as early as possible without exhausting the maximum iterations. Con-

sidering Fig. 3, the following points and distances are noted as: 

 

I(X, Y) – position of intermediate node I in the network space. Dd = 50m is the threshold 

distance that should be maintained between the intermediate node and its neighbor. M(xM, 

yM) − is the midpoint on line between nth intermediate node and (n+2)th intermediate node. 

Drx and Dry are the direction indicator of midpoint M. 

DIM – is the distance between node (n+1)th intermediate node I and midpoint M. (xmax, ymax) 

– represents the maximum offset that node I can take w.r.t. its current position (X, Y). (xdisp, 

ydisp) – is the randomly generated displacement for node I to add w.r.t. its current coordi-

nates (X, Y). 

(Xn, Yn) – New positioning coordinates for node I. Doffset − is the distance between current 

position at (X, Y) and new position at (Xn, Yn). Dneighold − is the vector of distances between 

I(X, Y) and neighbors and Dneighnew − is the vector of distances between I(Xn, Yn) and corre-

sponding neighbors. DPN – represents distance between nth intermediate node P and (n+2)th 

intermediate node N whereas DPIN – represents distance between nth intermediate node P 

to (n+1)th intermediate node I and (n+1)th intermediate node I to (n+2)th intermediate node 

N. 

 

3.1.5 Fitness function for PSO  

 

Dk is the distance between two successive nodes along the path. Dm – represents the 

distance travelled by an IN to acquire new position (Xn, Yn) from its current position (X, Y). 

etr = 0.001 J/unit length, is the energy loss when a node travels from one position to another 

and etx = 0.01 J/unit length, is the energy loss when a node transmit packet. AEL – is the 

Average Energy Loss occurred due to the movement and transmission of packets by the 

intermediate nodes over a path and AELmin – is the minimum value of AEL found from set 

of AEL values calculated for each possible path from source to destination. 

4. PROPOSED WORK 

MECT was recommended by [20] due to its low computational complexity. MECT 

helps to improve the scheduling algorithm performance by reducing the packet transmis-

sion time over the selected path from source to destination node. Algorithm 1 elaborates 

how an optimized path is selected from all possible paths obtained from source to the des-

tination. Lines 30-34 in the algorithm selects the optimum path either based on minimum 

execution time or minimum completion time. The path with minimum overhead is selected 

to improve packet delivery and throughput with minimum amount of delay.  

 

Algorithm 1: Optimum path selectin using MECT Algorithm 

1: Input  QT, PT and Task Machine Matrix 

2: Output  Bmin, EP, CP  

3: Final Output  Optimum path (Index) 

4: 

5: for paths = 1, 2, …, P do 

6:   for pathnodes = 1, 2, …, IN do 
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7:   Compute Begin Time BIN  QT + PT   

8:   Store Bpathnodes  BIN  

9:  end for 

10:  find Maximum Begin Time along the path 

11:  BPmax  (Bpathnodes) 

12:  Store BPpath  BPmax 

13: end for 

14: find Minimum Begin Time from all paths 

15: BPmin  min(BPpath) 

16:  

17: This represents the least time required for any path from all paths to process the packet 

18:  

19: for paths = 1, 2, …, P do 

20:   Compute path Execution time Et using Task Machine Matrix 

21:  This excludes the Source and the Destination Node 

22:  Store EP  Et  

23: end for 

24: 

25: for paths = 1, 2, …, P do 

26:  Compute path Completion time Ctpath  BIN + Et  

27:  Store CP  Ctpath  

28: end for 

29: 

30: if EP < Bmin then 

31:  Select the path 

32: else 

33:  Select the path with Minimum Completion Time 

34: end if 

 

4.1 Relocating Intermediate Nodes using PSO 

 

Under dynamic networks, it is possible to direct the nodes to acquire new positions in 

the network space. The distance between the source and the destination node can be re-

duced to save energy during transmission of packets. The energy required to transmit a 

packet over a path depends on length of the path from sender to the receiver. The node 

relocating algorithm should find new position for the intermediate node in such a way that: 

1. The path length is reduced considerably to reduce energy loss and delays. 

2. It should not be positioned outside the transmission range of its sender node to prevent 

link failure. 

3. It should not lose its own neighbors, but it can acquire new neighbors for better con-

nectivity. 

4. It should not acquire new position in close vicinity of any other node for better coverage. 

5. Sum of its distance from its sender node and receiver node should be less than distance 

between sender and receiver node otherwise it would be extra overhead in terms of hop 

count.  

Since the optimal path selected by MECT will consist variable number of IN’s, a so-
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lution to multidimensional constrained problem is required. The aim is to find optimum 

positions for all the IN’s under constraints 1 to 5 listed above. We had chosen PSO as an 

optimization tool since it offers better solution to constrained multidimensional problems. 

Fig. 3 below explains the mechanism. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Initial placement for particles. 

 

Let P, I and N are the (k−1)th, kth and (k+1)th intermediate nodes along the energy 

efficient path obtained using MECT algorithm. P represents previous node/sender node 

and N represent the next node/receiver node with respect to node I for which the initial 

particle placement is required. The arrow (red color) indicates the direction of data from 

source P to the destination N. The question is to where intermediate node I should move 

so as to reduce the distance P-I-N. There may be infinite points around I in a circular range 

of radius (TR = 250m) defined by the transmission range. Therefore, to ensure early solu-

tion under constraints, node I was initialized in the region indicated by the angular arrow 

as shown in Fig. 3 and moved towards midpoint M on PN in every iteration. Algorithm 2 

is used to obtain initial values of the particles (position of intermediate nodes). The con-

straints are implemented from lines 26-41 of the algorithm. The IN is displaced with re-

spect to some random displacement. Failing to one of the constraint backs the algorithm to 

generate new random displacement. The position which satisfies all the constraints above 

is selected for the node I to take as the new position. 

The best particle holds the best position Gbest-position for the intermediate node I corre-

sponding to best fitness value Gbest-value calculated using AEL to be minimum. That was the 

initial position coordinates of node I and the energy loss at node I. We had considered the 

overhead due to travelling of node I from its current position to the new position. The PSO 

uses the fitness function (minimization) defined by the following expression: 

( 1) ( 2)
1 1

( 1) ( 2)1 1
( ) ( )

IN IN

IN IN

N N

N Nk m
AEL etx Dk etr Dm

− −

− −= =
=  +    (14) 

Initially, Gbest-position = Coordinates of all the IN’s along the path (except Source and 

Destination Nodes). 

 

Gbest-value = AEL found by MECT algorithm for each IN 

 

The initial positions of the particles are initially the Pbest values for all the particles 

before the PSO loop starts. After the PSO parameters have been initialized, the positions 

of all the IN’s are updated using the PSO algorithm in each step. The fitness function AEL 

corresponding to these new positions of IN’s is evaluated and compared with the Gbest-value. 
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If the fitness AEL for any particle is less than Gbest-value, Gbest-position and Gbest-value are updated. 

The algorithm run until all iterations are exhausted. The path index corresponding to 

AELmin = Gbest-value is considered to be the optimized path. The velocities and the position 

of the particles are updated according to the following generalized expressions.  

Vnew = w  Vold + c1  r1  abs(Pbest-position – Xold) + c2  r2  abs(Gbest-position – Xold) (15) 

Xnew = Xold + Vnew (16) 

Where Vold – is the velocity acquired by particle in (k − 1)th iteration and Vnew – is current 

velocity that the particle should acquire, updated in kth iteration. Xold – is the position ac-

quired by particle in (k − 1)th iteration and Xnew – is current position that the particle should 

acquire, updated in kth iteration. 

 

Algorithm 2: Initialization of PSO Particle (Position of IN) 

1: Reference − Fig. 4 

2: Output − Initial position for intermediate nodes used by PSO 

3: 

4: Assume the intermediate Node is at (X, Y) 

5: Initialize distance Dd  50 for restricting close vicinity of two nodes 

6: Calculate the distance from node P to node N 

7: Get the midpoint between P and N as M  (xM, yM) 

8: Find the direction of this midpoint M w.r.t. node I using 

9: Drx  (X − xM) and Dry  (Y − yM)   

10: Calculate Distance DIM between node I and node M  

11: This distance represents the radius of the circular region for the movement of node I 

12: Compute maximum displacement the Intermediate node I can travel using 

13: xmax  abs(X − xM) and ymax  abs(Y − yM) 

14: Randomly fine (xdisp, ydisp) = randomize() 

15: Xn  (X + xdisp) and Yn  (Y + ydisp) 

16: 

17: Calculate distance between (X, Y) and (Xn, Yn) → Doffset 

18: if Doffset > Dd then 

19:  Go to generate new random displacement coordinate (xdisp, ydisp) 

20: end if 

21:  

22: Compute Neighbor distances from I(X, Y)→Dneighold 

23: Compute Neighbor distances from I(Xn, Yn)→Dneighnew 

24:  

25: flag  1 

26: if Dneighold < Dd and Dneighnew < Dneighold then 

27:   Discard the new position (Xn, Yn), Generate (xdisp, ydisp) 

28:   flag  0 

29: end if 

30: if Dneighold < Dd then 

31:   Discard the new position (Xn, Yn), Generate (xdisp, ydisp) 

32:   flag  0 
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33: end if  

34: if Dneighold < Dd and Dneighnew < Dneighold > TR then 

35:   Discard the new position (Xn, Yn), Generate (xdisp, ydisp) 

36:   flag  0 

37: end if 

38: if DPN < DPIN then 

39:   Discard the new position (Xn, Yn), Generate (xdisp, ydisp) 

40:   flag  0 

41: end if 

42: 

43: if flag = = 1 then 

44:  Initialize Neighbor position at I(Xn, Yn)  

45: end if 

 

Vmax – is the maximum velocity that the particle can acquire, set to 20m/s while Vmin – is 

the minimum velocity that the particle can acquire, set to 5m/s. Lines 20-26 represents the 

limits imposed on Vnew and Xnew. 

The following PSO Algorithm 3 is used for finding the optimal positions for IN’s. 

 

Algorithm 3: PSO based Optimal positioning of Intermediate Nodes (IN’s) 

1: Input − Optimized path by MCET 

2: Output − PSO Organized path 

3:  

4: Initialized PSO Parameters 

5: MaxIterations  20 

6: for k = 1, 2, …, MaxIterations do 

7:   New Path Distance Dnew  Source to Destination 

8:   Avg Energy loss AEL  Transmission Loss + Travelling Loss 

9:   Find the particle with Minimum Average Energy loss AELmin 

10: 

11:   if AELmin < Gbest-value then 

12:     Updated Gbest-value and Gbest-position 

13:    Updated Pbest-value and Pbest-position 

14:  

15:     Calculate value of Intertrial Weight w 

16:     Update Velocities in Vnew 

17:    Update Positions in Xnew 

18:   end if  

19: 

20:    if Vnew < Vmin or Vnew < Vmax then 

21:    Vnew  randomized() 

22:    end if 

23: 

24:   if Xnew < Xmin or Xnew < Xmax then    

25:     Xnew  randomize() 

26:    end if 
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27: 

28: end for 

29: Path selected with AELmin 

 

4.2 Description of the MECT-PSO Protocol 

 

Based on the theories and equations discussed in earlier sections, the complete design 

steps for MECT-PSO algorithm for energy conservation and other Quality of service pa-

rameters (QoS) are presented in the following pseudo-code below. Our work is primarily 

focused on selecting reliable paths and optimizing topology. The complete design had been 

coded using MATLAB 2019b, over i5 Processor (1.8 Giga Hertz), 8 GB RAM and Win-

dows 10 Environment.  
 

Table 1. Network & node parameters. 

Parameter Value Unit 

Network size 1670  970 m2 

Number of sensor elements 50 Node 

Initial energy of a node 100 Joules 

Transmission range 250 m 

Size of a packet  256 Bytes 

Node velocity limits [L-5 U-20] m/s 

MAC type IEEE 802.11 − 

Transmission Power 1.35 mW 

Energy Loss due to travel of node 0.001 Joules/m 

Energy Loss due to transmission of packet 0.01 Joules/m 

 

1. Initialize Network Parameters: The following parameters listed in Table 1 are used for 

the WSN network. Number of nodes, size of packets and rounds are varied in accord-

ance to various required output parameters for comparison. 

2. Initialize the Task-Node matrix. It is assumed that the nodes are heterogeneous and 

requires different Execution time to execute packets. We have considered five different 

packets including RREQ, RREP, Data Packet, RRER (Link Failure) and Message type. 

The task machine matrix is composed of the time required to execute each of the packet 

by the nodes in the network. The Task-Node matrix is randomly initialized with differ-

ent time for transmitting data packet in the range [500ms 1000ms]. For all other four 

packets the execution time is similar and initialized to 0.5, 0.5, 1e-3 and 1 second re-

spectively for RREQ, RREP, RRER and HELLO. 

3. Randomly deploy the nodes over the network space [1670  970]. Each node is asso-

ciated with its node ID and spatial coordinates. 

4. Compute the Average Energy (AE) of the network using the following expression 

1

1
( ).

SN

ii
AE E

SN =
=   (17) 

Where, SN – are the total number of nodes, Ei – is the node Energy of ith node. Initially, 

energy for all nodes are assumed to be 100J. 
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5. Identify the sensor nodes having energy less than AE and greater than or equal to AE. 

Participant nodes (Pn) having energy greater than or equal to AE are allowed for trans-

mission, routing and reception of data, while the non-participant nodes (NPn) are not 

allowed for any of the operation. This is to ensure that no node in the network die 

exhausting its energy before the others to maintain the overall energy of the network. 

Both the types of nodes (Participants marked by green and non-participants marked by 

magenta color) are depicted in Fig. 4. 

1
  ( )

SN

n i
Participant Nodes P Ei AE

=
=   (18) 

1
-  ( )

SN

n i
Non participantNodes NP Ei AE

=
=   (19) 

 
Fig. 4. Sufficient energy (Participants) and low energy (non-participants) nodes. 

 

6. Identify the Source (S) and the destination (D) nodes for data transmission from the 

participant nodes. Form the request packet RREQ for route initialization. If S and D are 

same, display error message otherwise calculate the distance between S and D using 

the following distance equation. 

2 2( 1 2) ( 1 2)sD x x y y= − + −  (20) 

where (x1, y1) are the coordinates of the S node, (x2, y2) are the coordinates of the D 

node and Ds is the distance between S and D. If the distance Ds is less than or equal to 

the transmission range (TR), S can transmit directly to D, otherwise go to next step. 
7. Calculate the ADJACENCY matrix. Here, we have removed the non-participant nodes 

from the adjacency matrix by first removing their neighbors and then eliminating them 

from the (5050) matrix. Fig. 5 shows the source node (yellow), destination node (red), 

sufficient energy nodes (green) and the low energy nodes (magenta). 

8. Find the shortest route from S to D with minimum hop count and also the alternative 

routes. To minimize the time complexity in finding alternative routes where some of 

the routes may contain large number of hops count and definitely may not be the opti-

mal route, we adopted a novel way to find the alternative routes as mentioned below. 

Consider that the shortest route with minimum hops is: S – N1 – N2 – N3 – D were N1, 

N2 and N3 are IN’s. 
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• We eliminated N3, keeping other IN’s N1 and N2 along with S and D, updated the 

Adjacency matrix and found other possible paths. We eliminated N2, keeping other 

IN’s N1 and N3, updated the Adjacency matrix and found other possible paths. 

• Performing in the similar manner, we eliminated each IN at a time while keeping 

other in the list and found all possible paths from S to D. We have verified our results 

by finding all possible paths from S to D and comparing with results found through 

Dijkstra algorithm. It was found that the shorter path list was similar but our approach 

saved time.  

 
Fig. 5. Network with source, destination, participants and non-participants. 

 

Possible path from Source node S (ID = 12) to Destination node D (ID = 16) found by 

the procedure mentioned above were: 

 

Path 1 − 12 11 2 32 13 23 26 16 − Shortest path 

Path 2 − 12 11 2 32 13 23 9 48 16 − Alternative path 1 

Path 3 − 12 11 2 34 27 24 28 17 22 7 16 − Alternative path 2 

Path 4 − 12 37 2 32 13 23 26 16 − Alternative path 3 

 

It is seen that by eliminating IN’s 2, 13 and 23 resulted in no path while eliminating 11, 

32 and 26 resulted in three alternate paths form S to D. 

9. Apply the MECT Algorithm for finding the optimal path out of all possible paths ob-

tained in the previous step. Here the Queue is again randomly initialized with a buffer 

size of 10. The output of MECT algorithm is the optimal path as a result of Minimum 

Execution time or the Minimum Completion time. Table 2 shows various time elements 

calculated for all four paths: 

 
Table 2. Begin time, execution time and completion time for all possible paths. 

Path Begin Time − BPpath Execution Time − Ep  Completion Time − Cp 

Path 1 1834.0020 4497.0000 7681.0090 

Path 2 1834.0040 5251.0000 8559.5140 

Path 3 2000.0020 6838.0000 14384.5140 

Path 4 1834.0020 4274.0000 6699.0090 

 

The minimum Begin time from column 2 is Bmin = 1834.0020. None of the value of 

Execution time in column 3 is less than the minimum Begin time, therefore the MECT will 
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look for a minimum value in last column 4, that is 6699.0090 which belongs to path 4. 

Hence, path 4 is selected according to Minimum Completion Time. Fig. 6 below shows 

the optimized path by MECT algorithm. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Optimized path obtained by MECT algorithm. 

 
Fig. 7. Re-localization of IN’s using PSO optimization. 

 

10. Apply Particle Swarm Optimization for localizing the IN’s of the MECT optimized 

path. Fig. 7 below shows the output of the PSO optimized path where the IN’s are 

relocated as compared to the original positions in Fig. 6 above. The initial energy 

(1.6614J) required to transmit a single packet along the MECT optimized path is re-

duced to 1.5068J with PSO optimization. By relocation, the alignment of the path has 

changed making it straighter while satisfying the constraints. The old and the new 

position of the IN’s are listed in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Initial node position and final position acquired by nodes through PSO in 20 iterations. 

IN Initial Position [X, Y] New Position [X, Y] 

37 (910.0000, 627.0000) (904.0000, 619.0000) 

2 (818.0000, 528.0000) (820.0000, 553.0000) 

32 (667.0000, 533.0000) (705.8658, 484.4398) 

13 (603.0000, 299.0000) (644.1600, 404.8800) 

23 (449.0000, 292.0000) (504.6649, 346.9111) 

26 (255.0000, 279.0000) (266.0000, 284.0000) 

Average Energy Loss along path selected by MECT − 1.6614 

Average Energy Loss along path Optimized by PSO − 1.5068 
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11. Display the performance with respect to AEL and PSO iterations. Fig. 8 shows the 

initial AEL marked with red at 1.66 J and decrease in AEL with successive iterations.  

 
Fig. 8. Average energy loss due to node localization by PSO at each iteration. 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We simulated our system for 8 cycles of rounds (200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 800, 1000 

and 1200) with 200 sensor nodes to evaluate the network performance. We restricted the 

simulation to 1200 rounds with the energy dissipation factors in joules (etx = 10-2 J/m and 

etc = 10-3 J/m) to reduce time complexity.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Performance of proposed MECT-PSO for 200 rounds with packet size of 256 bytes. Distri-

bution shows actual rounds when path was optimized, the residual energy and number of dead nodes 

after each cycle of rounds. 

 

We had considered a threshold of 10 Joules (Initial energy being 100 Joules) for a 

node to be assumed dead to reduce time and computational complexity. As seen from the 

statistics in Fig. 9, when the number of rounds are low at 200, 60% of total paths required 

optimization (120 out of 200) while when the number of rounds reached to 1200, the paths 

optimized were about 50% (613 out of 1200). It clearly indicates that the nodes find better 

position in the space around them to increase coverage and connectivity. The last column 

of the statistic clearly shows that 80% of nodes together are dead at the end of 1200th round 

keeping 20% surviving nodes. 
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5.1 Energy Saved under Different Node Densities. 

 

To find average energy conservation as a function of node densities, we considered 

SN=100, 125, 150, 175 and 200 sensor nodes and set rounds to 25, 50, 75 and 100 individ-

ually. For scarcely populated network, the algorithm finds greater angular area and posi-

tioning length at any IN, whereas for densely populated networks, both the parameters are 

shortened and subjected to more neighborhood constraints. Average energy conserved is 

calculated for actual rounds which considers energy conserved with and without optimiza-

tion. The path selection process in our approach guarantees for the minimum execution or 

the minimum completion time path but relocation of IN’s using optimization are subjected 

to constraints and are not guaranteed for every path. The average energy conserved for 100 

nodes is higher while it is least for 200 nodes shown in Fig. 10. It means that MECT-PSO 

will save more energy for low density network as compared to high density networks. For 

densely populated network, MECT-PSO have to perform in strict constrained environment 

and the nodes have low scope of repositioning themselves.  

 

  
Fig. 10. Performance of proposed MECT-PSO 

for variable rounds (packet size of 256 bytes) and 

energy saved with optimization for different sen-

sor node densities. 

Fig. 11. Average residual energy as a function 

of rounds. 

 

5.2 Average Residual Energy of Nodes 

 

It is an important indicator to evaluate whether the self-organizing mechanism is su-

perior. An efficient topology control mechanism can improve the remaining or residual 

energy of the sensor node. The simulation results of the average residual energy of pro-

posed work and three other state of art work in SOFMHTC [21], WPA [22] and PACMSD 

[23] are shown in Fig. 11. The average residual energy of MECT-PSO and WPA is higher 

than that of the SOFMHTC and PACMSD algorithms. The WPA algorithm works fine till 

800 rounds and drastically falls to zero at 1000 rounds while the network is alive with 

MECT-PSO at the end of 1200 rounds. The fact to be considered is the energy dissipation 

factors. The parameters etr and etx considered are of the order 10-9 as compared to our 

values of the range 10-3. For better comparison, when we considered initial energy for the 

sensor node to be 1 Joule with etr and etx of the order 10-9, the residual energy lasted up 

to 60000 rounds.  
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5.3 Number of Alive/Active/Surviving Nodes 

The network performance depends on surviving nodes. More surviving nodes with 

time lengthen the life of the network. WSN nodes have the characteristic of random de-

ployment and wide range. The energy consumption increases with time and sensor nodes 

tends to fail. It becomes necessary to increase the lifetime of the network nodes. Fig. 12 

shows the comparison with respect to number of active nodes in the four algorithms. It is 

clear that the number of active nodes in the network decreases with time. After 200 rounds, 

all the algorithms do not lose any node. The performance of MECT-PSO and PACMSD is 

similar till 800 rounds and all the deployed nodes are alive. The number of survival nodes 

at 800th round for WPA is 140 while at 1000th round the surviving nodes PACMSD retains 

120 active nodes. The MECT-PSO proposed in this article still maintains 200 nodes at 

1000th round and falls at 1200th round to 40. Therefore, from the comparison of the surviv-

ing nodes with three other algorithms, it is clear that the topology optimization scheme 

proposed in this article has the longest network survival or lifetime. It is also clear that 

there is no gradual decrease of active nodes during successive rounds. The network will 

fail at 1200th round leaving only 20% of the nodes. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Surviving nodes as a function of rounds. 

 

5.4 Network Coverage 

The quality of topology depends on network coverage. Many standard deployment 

schemes have been listed in the literature to provide better coverage and connectivity. But 

with the progress of time, the sensor nodes lose energy and falls outside the sensing range 

and the coverage is minimized. WPA algorithm in [22] outperforms PSO and AFSA algo-

rithms by finding the optimal solutions in less iterations. We compared our proposed 

MECT-PSO algorithm with WPA as shown in Fig. 13 and found that the average coverage 

of the network has boosted by approximately 6%. On the other hand, MECT-PSO requires 

few iterations to find optimal positions for the intermediate nodes. Also, the response time 

is shortened and the routes are searched and optimized rapidly with improved stability. 

Osmah Ibrahim Khalaf et al. in [16] proposed BEE algorithm to improve the coverage 

problem and obtained the coverage percentage of 94.96% as compared to 89.63% with 

Genetic algorithm with 32 sensor nodes in 51.78 seconds. From Fig. 13, we obtained the 

coverage percentage of 98.12% in 1000 iterations which consumed approximately 13.69 

seconds only.  
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Fig. 13. Network coverage and convergence. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The proposed MECT-PSO algorithm aims to improve energy conservation, conges-

tion control, stable links and network lifetime. Our approach had adopted the participant 

property where a node with energy higher than the average energy of the network partici-

pate in data transmission, reception and routing. We relaxed the minimum hop criteria for 

selecting the path between two communicating nodes and chose the path with minimum 

overheads. This improved the link life time and finds stable and reliable paths. Our ap-

proach restricts a node to participate frequently and prevent it from exhausting. On the 

other hand, the algorithm finds optimum positions in the network area to position the IN’s 

along the selected route such that the path length is reduced thus decreasing the amount of 

energy required to send data which in turns increases the network lifespan. Randomly po-

sitioned nodes get well organized as the iterations progresses and results in an organized 

form of network for better coverage and connectivity.  
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